
IS-290i

Mailing Systems

The Simple, Powerful Choice

BACKED BY  
THE EXPERTS
Gartner, IDC,  
Forrester, and Aspire

PROVEN RESULTS
97% customer 
satisfaction  
rate

EXPERIENCE
A rich history 
of world-class  
leadership

EXPERTISE
7 trillion  
personalised  
experiences annually



The IS-290i is Energy Star 
compliant. 

Environmental 
Commitment

The IS-290i carries Quadient’s 
Eco-Label which aims to provide  
a clear and consistent set of 
environmental performance 
criteria used in the design phase 
of our products.

In today’s busy world, we are always looking for ways to 
make life a little easier. Smartphones, tablets and apps, we 
love technology that helps us work more efficiently.

When it comes to smart mailing technology, nothing delivers like 
the Quadient IS-290i franking machine. With the IS-290i, processing 
mail couldn’t be easier. Simply insert your envelope and you will be 
printing within seconds. Perfect for your small business or home 
office, the IS-290i full line of standard features and innovative apps 
streamline the way you handle mail by combining efficiency with 
cost savings. It’s no surprise the IS-290i is your simple, powerful 
choice for mailing.

Includes simplymail Lite, an intuitive online application that 
provides users with quick and easy access to process more 
complex items such as Special Delivery®️ and Signed For®️ services.

Stand Out From 
The Rest! 
With the IS-290i, you can 
personalise your items and help 
promote your business with ad 
slogans, custom text messages, 
and company logos.

The Simple, Powerful Choice

How We Reduce 
Our Environmental 
Footprint:
• Quadient limits the machine 

weight and the amount of raw 
materials used for production. 

• The volume of our packaging 
is kept to a minimum and is 
100% recyclable cardboard.

• Packaging for the IS-290i 
represents less than 20% of 
the total weight of the packed 
product.

• The user-friendly sleep 
mode helps reduce energy 
consumption.

• We develop our products 
to ensure a minimum 
recyclability rate of 75%.



Powerful Performance with a Compact Design

1. Weigh Platform  

2. Rate Wizard

3. Shortcut Keys

1. Weigh Platform 

With the IS-290i, you will never have 
to guess the weights of the items 
you are mailing. With a standard 3kg 
scale, the IS-290i ensures you know 
the correct weight of each mail piece 
every time, preventing over posting.

2. Rate Wizard

The Rate Wizard simplifies the process 
of selecting the correct postal rate 
and class for your items. With clear 
step-by-step instructions, the selection 
process has never been easier.

3. Shortcut Keys

Shortcut keys save time and eliminate 
keystrokes. With the IS-290i, you 
can choose the most commonly 
used postal rates with ease, as well 
as customise and save the settings 
of your most frequent jobs. 

Always Connected

With the IS-290i, refilling postage funds, downloading the 
latest Royal Mail rates or system feature upgrades has 
never been easier. 

Save time and increase efficiency by using a dedicated 
Internet connection. 



WE’VE GOT
YOU COVERED
Quadient maintains a network 
of offices across the country to 
provide local customer support 
and trained technicians who 
are ready to assist you. You 
can be confident that when you 
need knowledgeable support 
or expert service, the point-of-
contact will be a Quadient office 
in your area consisting of a 
team of local professionals.

About Quadient®  
Quadient is the driving force behind the world’s most meaningful customer experiences. By focusing on Intelligent Communication 
Automation, Parcel Locker Solutions and Mail-Related Solutions, Quadient helps hundreds of thousands of customers worldwide 
simplify the connection between people and what matters. For more information about Quadient, visit quadient.com. 

Quadient® and the Quadient logo are registered trademarks of Quadient group AG. All other company and product names may be 
trademarks and are the property of their respective owners. All information in this document, including descriptions of features, 
functions, performance and specifications is subject to change without written notice at any time.  www.quadient.com

SPECIFICATIONS 

Processing speed Up to 18 lpm

Envelope minimum 8.9cm x 12.7cm

Envelope maximum 30.5cm x 38.1cm

Envelope thickness 40.6cm

Feeding capability Manual

Envelope orientation Landscape or portrait

Default rate settings Standard

Franking machine tapes Standard

Rate wizard Standard

Rate shortcut keys 6

Job imprint memories 9

Weighing platform (integrated) 3kg

Ad slogans 8

Personalised text messages 10 custom

Postal mail class inscriptions Automatic

Incoming mail date stamp Standard

4-digit PIN code Yes up to 10

Account tracking 10 departments

Online postage usage reporting Standard

Low ink email alerts Standard

OPTIONS

Quadient Postage Funding Available

USB memory key Available

External USB printer Available

Simplymail lite Available

SYSTEM DIMENSIONS Length x Depth x Height

IS-290i 31.8cm x 22.4cm x 19.3cm

IS-290i with integrated scale 3kg


